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'I'he meetinl!, -vras called to order at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 35, 36, 37~ 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 1~6, 47,48 AND 49 

c~~ontinued) 

Mr. SUJKA (Poland)~ In its statement on 18 October last the 

Polish delegation presented its views on a wide range of disarmament problems 

lL~der agenda item 125 concerning the implementation of the recommendations 

and decisions adopted by the G-eneral Assembly at its tenth special session. 

:r: therefore intend to confine my present statement tu some s1ecific 

issues related mainly, although not exclusively, to the work of the Committee 

un Disarmament, 

Considering the highest priority attached by Poland to the question of 

nuclear disarmament, I wish to start by reiterating my Government's continued 

S'Jpport for the very timely and important initiative by the USSR concerning 

the non-stationing of nuclear weapons on the territories of States where 

there are no such weapons at present. 

It is the considered view of the Polish delegation that the implementation 

of this proposal would significantly add to the efforts aimed at reducing 

d~e ilanger of nuclear war and promoting nuclear disarmament. The Soviet 

initiative meets the wishes and intentions expressed by many countries during 

the special session on disarmament and is in full conformity with the spirit 

and letter of its winal Document. The realization of the proposal would 

represent an additional and highly effective factor contributing to the 

tightening of the non-proliferation regime by ensuring that territories of 

States now free from nuclear weapons will not be used in the future for the 

deployment or for the stockpiling of any types of such weapons. Consequently, 

it would also diminish the possibility of destabilization of the present 

strategic situation and thus contribute to the strengthening of international 

peace and security. Naturally, this purpose will be adequately served only 

if the commitment not to deploy nuclear weapons on the territories of States 

where they do not exist at present is a universal one. It should apply to 

all States whose territories are free from nuclear '1-Jeapons irrespective of 
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whether any such State is or is not an ally of any particular nuclear 

Power. In our opinion, an ~gre~ment to this end could mark a first step 

towards the complete withdrawal of such weapons from the territories of 

other countries in the future. 

The important advant2~e of the Soviet proposal lies also in its 

technical simplicity. AJl that is really needed for its implementation is 

just political goodwill on the part of both nuclear and non-nuclear States. 

The Soviet proposal :points Hl the SE1me direction as and is conr:lucive to the 

establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones in various regions of the world. 

As is well known, supported by other socialist countries, and as early as 

some 20 years ago, Poland put forward in the United Nations General Assembly 

a proposal for the creation of an atom~free zone in Central Europe. Although 

the Polish plan was not accepted, it initiated wide international 

discussion and had a profound impact on the development of the concept and 

mechanisms of nuclear-weapon-free zones in various areas of the world. 

Today, it is a source of great satisfaction to us that the notion of such 

zones has become a universal idea, dealt with in numerous resolutions of the 

General Assembly and contained in several international treaties, such as 

the Antarctic Treaty or the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Ueapons 

in Latin America. In Africa, the Organization of African Unity has affirmed 

a decision for the denuclearization of the region. There are concrete 

proposals for setting up nuclear-weapon~-free zones or zones of peace in the 

Middle East, Scandinavia, the Balkans , South Asia and the Indian Ocean. 

Although we share the opinion that the ultimate objective should be the 

achieving of a world entirely free of nuclear weapons, we do feel that at 

the moment the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones on the basis of 

arrangements freely arrived at among the States of the region concerned and 

in conformity vrith generally recognized rules of international law, 

constitutes an important measure of regional military detente; it strengthens 

the non-proliferaticn regime and contributes to the enhancement of the 

security of States belonging to such zones and international peace and 

security at large. At the same time, we are in full agreement with the 

relevant provisions of the Final Document adopted by the special session 
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which point out, inter alia, that in the process of establishing such 

zones the characteristics of each region should be taken into account, and 

stress the need for ensuring that they are genuinely free from nuclear 

weapons. 

Similarily, we support the concept of zones of peace in various parts 

of the world, and specifically in the Indian Ocean. We strongly hope that 

the Soviet-American talks on the limitation and subsequent reduction of 

military activities in the Indian Ocean will be promptly resumed and 

successfully completed, thus contributing to the strengthening of peace and 

security in that region. 

My delegation finds it particularly gratifying that the Final Document 

of the special session accords high priority to an issue of longstanding and 

traditional interest to Poland - the elimination of chemical weapons. As 

will be recalled, that document states, inter alj a, that 

"The complete and effective prohibition of the development, 

production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and their destruction 

represent one of the most urgent measures of disarmament. Consequently, 

the conclusion of a convention to this end, on which nesotiations have been 

going on for several years, is one of the most urgent tasks of 

multilateral negotiations. • •• " (Resolution S-lC/2. para. 75) 
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Indeed, the United Nations has been seized of that question for well 

over a decade. The isst:c: of the elimination of chemical weapons from the 

arsenals of States has likewise been, on the request of the General Assembly, 

one of the priority items on the agenda of the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament ( CCD). As a result of long deliberations on that topic, often -vlith 

the benefit of highly valuable expert opinion, its subject matter has been 

thoroughly explored and the position of States explicitly defined in three 

formal draft a(!;reements and numerous other HOrking documents. 

In spite of that and not1vithstanding the specific undertaking in ,_,xticle IX 

of the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and 

Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Eiclcr;ical)and Toxin Weapons and on Their 

Destruction, the goal of an effective ban on chemical weapons has, regrettably, 

so far ~roved elusive. In the meantime we have come to learn ne-vr acronyms 

for super-toxic and super-sophisticated chemical weapons which a sustained and 

intensive research and CJ_evelor• lent effort has added to the chemical arsenals. 

In fact, striving to eliminate chemical weapons as repulsive instruments 

of mass annihilation, the international community has not been seeking to 

chart entirely new ground. It -vras merely urginc:; the next logical step 

to strengthen the ban on the use of chemical weapons as laid down in the 

Geneva Protocol of 1925. The total ban on the development, production and 

stocl~pilin~; of chemical weapons and their destruction would render irrelevant 

the distrust uhich led many States parties to the Protocol to make reservations 

-vrith respect to the right to retaliate in kind. 

That, I submit, was precisely the underlying premise behind the 

comprehensive ban first proposed by the socialist countries, including Poland, 

in their 1972 draft convention submitted to the CCD. Based on the purpose 

criterion, the document of the socialist countries soun;ht to :1rohibit o.ll 

chemical agents of types and in quantities having no justification for peaceful 

purposes. It goes without saying that this basic approach still stands and 

that the draft convention is still regarded as a valid and useful basis for 

the Jmltilatero.,l a:;rc::el-:e:nt in C!Uestic)n. 
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My deleGation finds it auspicious that sustained and intensive bilateral 

discussions have been going on bet1reen the Soviet Union and the United States 

on a possible joint initiative on the prohibition of chemical l·rc.-.rcns. He 

have been heartened the statements of the tuo negotiating parties that 

they have reached a measure of agreement on matters pertaining to both the 

scope of prohibition and verification. It GOes without saying that a framework 

draft agree~~e:nt elaborated throuGh that parallel effort would stimulate and 

add important momentum to the encl_eccvours which the United · r::>.tiCl-s General Assembly 

and the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament have pursued for so long. 

He strongly believe that the General Assembly should request the 

expanded Committee on Disarmament to continue, as a matter of high priority, 

its search for a broadly acceptable agreement on the effective prohibition 

of all chemical weapons and on their destruction. As in the past, the Polish 

delegation, in co-operation 1-rith other delegations, is taking an active part 

in elaboratinG an appropriate draft resolution on the subject. 

During the deliberations in both the United Hations General Assembly and 

the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament many speakers have stressed 

a particular danger for interno.tioE2.l fE2..cc and secc.;.rity and, ino.eed, for 

the survival of mankind, stemming from the increasingly rapid pace of the 

technological arms race. He fully share the opinion of those who point out 

that if the qualitative arms race is not halted, it may -vrell reach a point 

beyond which, in certain spheres of armaments, the conclusion of arms limitation 

agreements may virtu.-..lly l·e c~=clucl.ecl, for it 1:ou1c1 iJe i··--ossi1)le to 

assure effective reciprocal control over their observance. 

The discussions held in the CCD with the participation of a representative 

group of experts from several countries, including Poland, and the mJlernus 

scientific and technical publications confirm the real possibility of the 

emergence of ne'' types and systems of weapons of mass annihilation, such as 

infrasonic, electromagnetic or genetic weapons, comparable in their 

destructive capability to nuclear w·eapons. 

In social and economic terms, military considerations apart, the 

technological arms race means the diversion of vast human and material resources 
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from productive peaceful pursuits to unproductive military ones. Close to 

400,000 enGineers and research workers, about one quarter of the \vorld' s total, 

are currently involved in one vray or another in military related research and 

development projects. Set to work on narrow problems of \·rea pons technoloe;y, 

those specialists do not contribute in any way to the expansion of the 

horizons of science to the benefit of man. They do not contribute to the 

satisfaction of the most pressing needs of man. In fact, the outlays which 

fuel the technolosical arms race are denying financial and intellectual 

resources to civilian research. 

There can also be no doubt a~out the negative effects of the continuous 

qualitative arms build-up on the process of d~tente as ;-rell as on the cr:coinc; 

disarmament talks. It is evident that f", lo[jical ~ncl r:::.ticr_al solkticn of 

the problem would be throue;h the conclusion of a comprehensive aGreement, 

rulinG out the development of ne\-r means of r.:.ass destruction. 

For the last three years an initiative of the Soviet Union to ban the 

development and manufacture of new types of '\Teapons of mass destruction and 

new systems of such vreapons l:as been under active consideration both at the 

United Nations and in the CCD. It Gained vride support not only frcn the 

socialist countries but fro:~ ''-Rny othPr :?tates vhich fcolt ths.t an international 

agreement in that regard would play an important role in checking the 

qualitative arms race and in preventing the abuse of science for purposes 

of 1-rar. 

It was therefore :·:est gratifyinG that the Final Document adopted by the 

special session '?lnced strcn · c~:phf'-sis on the prolJlen of the c:'_U2-litative 

aspects of the arms race. ParaGraph 77 of that document specifically 

st ~'-t 21 that: 
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"In order to help prevent a qualitative arms race and so that 

scientific and technological achievements may ultimately be used solely 

for peaceful purposes, effective measures should be taken to avoid 

the danger and prevent the emergence of new types of weapons of :r1ass 

destruction based on new scientific principles and achievements. 

Efforts should be appropriately pursued aiming at the prohibition of such 

new types and new systems of weapons of mass destruction. Specific 

agreements could be concluded on particular types of new vreapons of mass 

destruction which may be ident:i,fied. This question should be kept under 

continuine; review 11
• (resolution S-10/2, para. 77) 

This broad mandate leaves no doubts either as to the tineliness, 

indeed urgency, of taking effective steps in that re(<ard, or to 

the obligation of the Geneva Committee on Disarmament to pursue that matter 

most vigorously. 

Hhile regrettably no agreement on a comprehensive prohibition of the 

development and production of new types of weapons of mass destruction has 

so far proved possible, the time since the USSR first subnitted its riraft 

agreement in 1975 has not been lost. Intensive considerations and discussions 

on that subject have allowed the international community to gain fresh 

insights into the present and future potential of science and technology 

to produce new, still more effective means of mass annihilation. As a 

result, we now understand better the course of action required in order 

to erect an effective barrier to the further development of arms technology 

without in any way affecting the freedom of scientific research. 

Reacting in a positive and constructive manner to the initial 

discussions, the USSR submitted a modified version of its draft agreement 

which 1-rent a long way towards meeting the position of many States. It 

suggested that, in pQrQllel to a general ae;ree~ent, parties nay, in cases where 

they deem it necessary,conclude special and separate agreements to ban 

specific new types and syster'c of vreapons of mass destruction. This flexible 

approach led, as vre know, to the openine; of the bilateral Soviet-Allerican 

talks on the prohibition of radiological ..-..reapons, an area where we can 

confidently await a positive solution in the days ahead. 
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vle believe that it is indeed imperative for the General Assembly and 

for the Corm:1ittee on Disarmament, to approach "rith renewed vigour and 

determination the goal of slowing down or stemming altogether the qualitative 

arms race. The price of failure in the fulfil'-lent of this responsibility would 

be not only the addition of nel-! i tern_s to the inventory of r1eadly 1reapons but 

also th0 underuininf, of all disarmament efforts. 

It is generally recognized that it may be easier to ban arms which are 

at the research and experimental stage than to eliminate those which have 

already found their way into the arsenals of States. 

The Polish delegation would therefore like to renew its support for the 

standing proposal of the USSR to establish an ad hoc group of governmental 

experts under the auspices of the Committee on Disarmament to study the 

areas of science and technology where there exists a potential for or ~ 

likelihood of the enerrrence of nev w·eapons. Poland is Drepr1recl to co-operate fully 

in such a venture o as -vre believe that any proc:ress towaro_s the nrevention of new 

~cnerations of wearons of mass destruction would be a si~nificant contribution to 

the r:aterial infrastructure of detente and r;enuine international security - not 

a security that relies on a precarious 11balancc of fear~:. 

Finally, I should like to reiterate the deep concern of my delegation 

over the plans and concrete preparations which have recently been undertal~en 

for the production of nuclear neutron weapons. These plans, if rmt into 0ffect 

would have extremely erave consequences for international peace and security, 

by increasing the level of military confrontation, triggering a new spiral 

of the arms race, undermining the regime of non-proliferation, hampering the 

process of detente and lowering the threshold of a nuclear war. He consider 

it imperative therefore to bring about, without further delay, a joint 

renunciation of neutron weapons. Poland was one of the eight socialist 

States which in March of this year submitted for the consideration of 

the Geneva Committee a draft convention on the prohibition of the production, 

stockpiling, deployment and use of nuclear neutron weapons. He trust that 

the Comrnittee on Disarmament will take up the matter irith all the urgency it 

deserves. 
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The year ahead of us -vrill undoubtedly be marked by intensive 

disarmament deliberations and negotiations on different levels and in 

different foruas. Apart from bilateral, trilateral and regional talks, 

nuEJ.erous multilateral discussions on disarmament are scheduled or expected, 

to list only the meetings of the reorganized Com.mittee on DisarEJ.ament, the 

first substantive session of the Disarmament Cor~ission, the preparations 

for the United Nations Conference on Prohibitions or Restrictions of Use 

of Certain Conventional Heapons as well as the Conference itself, the 

preparatory work for the convening of the Biological Heapons Convention Review 

Conference and for the second IJon-"Proliferation Treaty Revie>-r Conference. 

Moreover, we earnestly hope that concrete preparations will fin8lly be 

undertaken for the conveninr; of a Forld c1isarr18_""'ent conference, in conformity with 

paragraph 122 of the Final Docwnent of the tenth special session. 

Adequately to fulfil the tasks entruste~ to us by our resnective 

Governments and to neet the expectations of world public opinion will require 

on the part of all of us sustained and concerted efforts. If those efforts are 

to be really successful, we have to act with maximura dedication and patience, 

in the spirit of co~operation and consensus lvhich prevailed during the 

special session. It is also necessary that all of us abide by the 

principles of disarmament negotiations adopted at that session and,first of all, 

by the principle of undiminished security and that of not seekinr unilnteral 

advantages at the expense of others. Equally important is the neeQ to 

refrain from actions ••hich might adversely affect endeavours in the field 

of disarmament. VIe are confident that if all parties display a constructive 

approach to negotiations and demonstrate a political will to reach agreements, 

the spiralling arms race can be halted and reversed. It is indeed the only 

alternative if we 1vant to ensure a lasting peace for our ,..eneration and those 

of the future. Hy delegation, in line vrith Pol8nd's traditional involver,ent in 

disarmament efforts, 1-rill work with determination, perseverance and the 

best of faith towards that overriding objective. 
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Mr. CARPIO CASTILLO (Venezuela) (interpretation from Spanish): Only a few 

weeks ago, in this same room, I said that the special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament had embodied the norms and principles which in 

future should govern the actions of Member States designed to halt and reverse the 

arms race, and established the priorities and the framework within which 

negotiations on disarmament are to continue. 

Hhile it is true that this preliminary evaluation is encouraging for our work,, 

it is certainly not encouraging to find in the agenda items which have come up 

repeatedly and which have been under study year after year. 

To take part in this general debate becomes an increasingly difficult exercise. 

It necessarily means reviewing the present situation brought about by the arms race; 

it also means reviewing ccmpliance with resolutions which have been adopted in this 

field. It would seem that we are in a dead-end street and that we are faced with an 

exercise in futility. 

We know that so far it has not been possible to halt the arms race, especially 

the nuclear arms race, and that the meagre measures which have been adopted are only 

of limited scope and do not for the most part represent authentic disarmament 

measures. 

The first resolution adopted by this Organization in 1946, when it was shaken 

and shattered by the violence and destruction brought about by the Second 1'lorld '!,Tar, 

referred to the establishment of a Commission which would be in charge of studying 

problems arising from the discovery of atomic energy. Later on, in December of that 

same year, in General Assembly resolution 41 (I), the Assembly recognized, as an 

urgent objective aimed at strengthening international peace and security in 

conformity with the goals and purposes of the United Nations, 
11 
••• prohibiting and eliminating from national armaments atomic and all other 

major weapons adaptable now and in the future to mass destruction; and the 

early establishment of international control of atomic energy and other modern 

scientific discoveries and technological developments to ensure their use only 

for peaceful purposes". · 

And it recommended to the Security Council that it 11 expedite consideration of a 

draft convention or conventions for the creation of an international system of 

control and inspection", which would have "to include the prohibition of atomic 

weapons and all other major weapons" of mass destruction. 
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11 
••• to promote the establishment and maintenance of international peace and 

collective security vrith the least diversion for armaments of the world's 

human and economic resources. 1' 

I have cited those resolutions only to show once again that there has 

been no compliance with the purposes contained in General Assembly resolution 

41 (I), and that. rather, vre have been spectators of the most frenzier1_ race to 

self-destruction ever seen by rrankind. 

The first atomic bombs ushered in the nuclear age. Ever since then there 

has been no limit to the accumulation of nuclear weapons by the Pm-rers which have 

them. Scientific discoveries and technological development have centred around 

the improvement and production of the most unbelievable weapons of destruction and 

annihilation. Enormous human and material resources are devoted to an imaginary 

and unacceptable war. There is no acceptable system for inspection and control 

and, what is even worse, there is not the a1·mreness or -ooli tical will 

necessary to put an end to this absurdity which undermines the very survival of 

the human species. 

Hhen in 1969 the Disarmament Decade was proclaimed, the General Assembly 

reaffirmed that, as it had discovered 10 years earlier, the question of general 

and complete disarmament was the most important one facing the modern world, and 

that it vras necessary to adopt effective measures, without delay, for the 

cessation at an early date of the nuclear arms race and the elimination of other 

weapons of mass destruction, and for the conclusion of a treaty on general and 

complete disarmament under strict and effective international control. 

Concerning the conclusion of a treaty on general and complete disarmament, 

we know what the situation is: total and absolute stagnation. Concerning partial 

measures which have been achieved, they are not to be found in the nuclear field. 

Over five years ago we hoped to obtain results from the second round of 

talks between the United States and the Soviet Union on strategic arms 

limitation. However, in this period of time those Powers have increased their 

nuclear arsenals and have brought about their qualitative improvement. He 

therefore ask ourselves: what happened to the proposals made by the Heads of 

State of those Powers contained in resolution 32/87 G? 1{ere they merely 

statements of good intentions? 
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Our concern is based on the fact that the continuous refinement of nuclear 

weapons is largely due to the impossibility of concluding a ~eneral nuclear test

ban treaty. 

Last weelc, the Uppsala Seismological Institute recorded the second underground 

nuclear test in a week, a test which brought about seismic waves capable of causin~ 

great damage in a populated area. Of course the existing treaty banning nuclear 

tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water does not include a ban on 

underground testing, and not all nuclear-weapon States are parties to it. 
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Therefore, it is necessary as soon as possible to have an international 

instrument on a general prohibition of nuclear testing. This would be an 

important step towards controlling the development and proliferation of nuclear 

weapons, and would relieve the deep concern which exists as to the harmful 

consequences of radioactive contamination. This urgency was expressed in 

resolution 32/78 and in paragraph 51 of the Final Document of the special 

session of the Assembly. It was categorically stated in draft resolution 

A/C.l/33/L.7, which is before this Committee, and of which Venezuela is a 

co-sponsor. 

On the other hand, in the preamble as well as in article VI of the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty, the States parties committed themselves to negotiating 

at an early date effective measures relative to the cessation of the nuclear 

arms race and nuclear disarmament, as well as to negotiating a general and 

complete disarmament treaty. The application of these and other provisions 

of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the first review conference of which led 

to questionable results, will be studied at the forthcoming review conference 

to be held in 1980. It is in this context that we would like briefly to 

refer to the question of strengthening the security of non-nuclear-weapon 

States. 

At the first review conference of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, non-nuclear

weapon States had already said that the security guarantees offered by nuclear 

States were not sufficient. Paragraph 59 of the Final Document of the special 

session of the Assembly recognizes this. That is why it was more than timely 

to include at this session a new item, on the initiative of the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics, entitled: 

"Conclusion of an International Convention on the strengthening of 

guarantees of the security of non-nuclear States". 

We have listened carefully and with interest to the general debate 

on this topic which reflected the concern of non-nuclear States at the use 

or the threat of use by nuclear States of such weapons. As was stated by 

the majority of delegations, it is obviously premature to express 

an opinion on the Soviet draft convention, which deserves detailed study with 

a view to making pertinent observations. Also deserving cf consideration 
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is the counter proposal tabled by the delegation of Pakistan contained in 

draft resolution A/C.l/33/1.15, and the remarks made by other delegations. 

In any event, we agree with the way the item was dealt with and with the 

decision to transmit both drafts and all relevant documents to the Committee 

on Disarmament for study. 

Just as we consider the Non-Proliferation Treaty to be an appropriate 

instrument for the avoidance of nuclear-weapon proliferation, we also believe 

that the establishment of nuclear-free-zones and zones of peace in various 

parts of the world is one of the most effective means of halting the horizontal 

proliferation of such weapons and of strengthening world peace and security. 

This was equally recognized by the special session of the Assembly in 

paragraph 60 et segq. of the Final Document. 

However, there has been no compliance with the resolutions on the 

denuclearization of Africa. An African country which has been repudiated by 

the international community because of its opprobrious policy of racial 

discrimination and oppression is in a position to produce nuclear weapons to 

the detriment of the collective security of that continent. We sincerely 

believe that the various bodies of the United Nations - in particular the 

Security Council - must adopt urgent and categorical measures to put an end 

to the nuclear threat which South Africa represents. 

In the context of nuclear-weapon-free zones, Latin America still awaits 

ratification by the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics of Additional Protocols I and II respectively of the Treaty of 

Tlatelolco. Once again, we urge France to sign and ratify Additional Protocol I 

to this Treaty to guarantee its full implementation. 

Nuclear-weapon States and other militarily significant States continue 

to promise us that they will reduce their military budgets, and that they 

will reallocate those resources to economic and social development, 

particularly to benefit developing countries. This matter has gone through 

various stages, from the adoption of resolution 3093 (XXVIII) which recommended 

to all permanent members of the Security Council five years ago that they 

reduce their military budgets by 10 per cent, to the preparation of a 

report by the Secretary-General, with the assistance of qualified 

consultants, on the reduction of military budgets, which proposed 
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a unifon1 instrument for the subn.ission of information on military budgets. 

He hope that this session, concrete measures will be adopte~ on this 

matter in order to implement the recommendation contained in paragra:ph 89 

of the Final Document of the special session of the Assembly. 

As 1re continue to 1rn.it indefinitely for real disarmament measures, we 

note the.t bilateral necotiations betueen the United States ancl the Soviet Union 

on a treo..ty j_)rohibitinC'; chemical and bacteriological -vreapons hc,ve not yet been 

concluded. Ue do not thinl: the Report of the Conference of the CoE1lllittee on 

Disarmruuent (A/33/27), dispels the doubts nember States have as to the present 

state of necotiations. 
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1-le must overcome what continues to be the main obstacle in all 

negotiations on partial disarmament measures, that is, the problem of 

verification of compliance with a treaty. An evaluation of this matter 

clearly shm·rs that if we are to come closer to the goal of general and complete 

disarmament political will, especially that of the major Pmvers, is essential 

to the achievement of real and specific disarmament measures. 

I would not wish to conclude my statement without referring to a constant 

concern of the Government of Venezuela, a concern which we have mentioned 

on various occasions, relating to the fact that the trade in and transfer and 

proliferation of conventional -vreapons is continually increasing. It uses up 

valuable resources vital to the development of peoplE:_: and indirectly promotes 

regional conflicts. This traffic in arms is encouraged mainly by the producers 

and suppliers for whom this is a profitable business. 

Vle are constantly constrained by this type of trade, which enables racist 

and colonialist regimes to continue to exist in the African continent, and which 

hampers the process of self-determination of peoples. It is thanks to this 

trade that re~imes which violate human rights, regimes such as that of South Africa 

in the African continent and Nicaragua in our own continent, survive and maintain 

their harmful practices by massive purchases of weapons, which enable them not 

only to enslave their peoples but also to jeopardize peace and security in the 

region. 

Mr. AL-DOY (Bahrain) (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of my 

delegation I am happy to express to Mr. Pastinen our sincere congratulations on 

his unanimous election to the chairmanship of this very important Committee. His 

friendly country is well known for its support for the cause of peace in the 

world. 

I should also like to congratulate all the officers of the Committee on 

the efforts they have exerted for the organization and smooth r~nning of its 

work. 

Mankind is at the moment passing through one of the most dangerous and 

serious stages in its long life and it is subjected in one way or 

another to the threat of exterminatinn. This is due to the 
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frenzied race for the stockpilin~ of all types of weapons, particularly those 

of mass destruction. Talk about the end of the world has become a matter of 

fact, 1-rhereas in the past it used to be stories of myths that some did not 

believe. 

In the face of this threatenin~ dan~er and on the basis of these impressions 

the General Assembly at its tenth Special Session, devoted to disarmament, 

clearly expressed itself on the dangers threatening the human race and pinpointed 

the determination of the international community to deal with the vital question 

that concerns the future of humanity - the destruction of man himself and his 

prosperity. ·The subject of disarnament and the limitation of the arms race, 

particularly the nuclear arms race has assumed an important place among the 

causes and questions that have been dealt with by the United Nations since its 

creation and is now a ~riority matter and one of the nain items that concern the 

Organization. 

The vast funds allocated for arms could be used to raise the standard of 

living of the entire developing 1mrld. Indeed, it is a source of great regret 

to think that the technological, financial and manpower resources devoted to 

the production and purchasing of arms are much greater than the technolo~ical 

and financial resources devoted to solving the economic problems of the world. 

Military expenditures have reached t4oo billion annually. 

Although the tenth special session of the United Nations General Assembly, 

devoted to disarmament, did not produce definite and ccncrete measures to 

stop the arms race as we had hoped, nevertheless we truly hope that the Final 

Document, 1rhich •ras adopted by the General Assembly during that session, •rill 

be an effective contribution to the achievement of our ultimate objectives. 

If l·re want to save the 1rorld from nuclear catastrophe we must take practical 

steps. Foremost amongst them is the immediate cessation of the production of nuclear 

weapons for a period of time, and then a gradual start on the destruction of 

existing stockpiles. 
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This 1muld contribute to the prosperity~ peace and security of the 

international community and to the maintenance and preservation of human 

heritage and the civilization of mankind that are the result of the labour 

of successive generations. 

vle support the efforts exerted by two of the major Pm·rers to reach an 

agreement on the control and limitation of armaments through the Strategic 

Arms Limitation Talks. This anticipated agreement will certainly contribute 

to saving the world from the scourges and dangers of war and destruction. 

Traditional weapons are no less dangerous than nuclear weapons. The use 

of napalm and cluster bombs, as well as other weapons, create infinite pain and 

suffering for mankind, as well as psychological harm. 

My delegation hopes that the United Nations Conference on Prohibition or 

Restrictions of Use of Certain Conventional vleapons Which May be Deemed to be 

Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects, which is expected to 

be held in 1979, will produce documents that will permit the prevention of the 

use of such vreapons. 

The Final Document adopted by the General Assembly at its tenth special 

session, in paragraph 63, called for the creation of nuclear-1·reapon-free zones 

in the Middle East and in Africa. ·My delegation supports the provisions of 

that paragraph, which, when implemented, will provide for the security of those 

areas, savinG them from serious danger and threats. 

My delegation is not only interested in the Middle East. Its interests 

extend to other matters related to items 41 and 42 of the agenda, namely, the 

"Implementation of the Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa", and 

"Establishment of a nuclear-wea.r:on-free zone in the regicn of the Middle East", 

because ue believe that whenever the nuclear-free areas are increased throughout 

the world this certainly will be an effective measure for the prevention of the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons. ·As a result, the nuclear areas will be 

isolated and eventually they will be freed of nuclear weapons completely. 
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Bahrain, which is one of the small States close to the Indian 

Ocean, has over and over again expressed its full support for the declaration ~f 

the Indian Ocean, including the Gulf area, as a zonP of peace. It also welcomes the 

proposal for convening a conference for the littoral ar.d hinterland States 

of the Indian Ocean area; in fact, the convening of such a conference would 

be a ccnstn;_ctiv-,: and positive step towards the implementation of the provisions 

of paragraph 64 of the Final Document adopted by the General flsspm[l y at its 

tenth special session devoted to disarmament, and would certainly open 

the way for the Indian Ocean to be considered a zone of peace. 

The beginning of negotiations behreen the two super-Powers with a vie-.;r 

to declaring the Indian Ocean a zone of peace -vrill also lead to a conducive 

atmosphe~e for such a declar~tion, ~~ delegation hopes that in all international 

efforts every available opportunity and every spark of peace will be 

seized on to limit the arms race,in both nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon fields, 

and to achieve general and co:mplete disarmament. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from French): I call on the 

representative of the Federal Republic of Germany to introduce the draft 

resolution in document A/C.l/33/1.21, 

Mr. PFEIFFER (Federal Republic of Germany): I should lilce to 

introduce the draft resolution on confidence-building measures contained in 

document A/C,l/33/1.21, vvhich has been submitted by my delegation, to[Sether 

with the delegations of Canada, Denmark, Ghana, Greece, Japan, Romania, 

Spain and Turl\:ey, under agenda item 4 7, "General and complete disarmament". 

A recurring arcument in the international discussion on peace, security 

and disarmar,1ent is that pror;ress in those areas depends to a large de[Sree on 

a favourable political climate. There is a great degree of agreement on 

the proposition that better lmowledge and understanding among States could 

diminish mistrust, anxiety and insecurity, "-Lei coL<.::;_d contribute to the climate 

of mutual confidence necessary for real progress in the field of disarmament. 

In his address to the special session on disarmament, the 

Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Gennany called for a comprehensive 
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political partnership in the joint effort to safeguard security on a global 

scale as a prerequisite for a "process of genuine arms limitation and 

reduction". In vieir of the obstacles in the way of rapid proc;ress 

towards that r;oal, the Federal Chancellor advocated a lone; confidence-buildine; 

process to improve the political climate and to overcome fear and mistrust. 

f:~y delee;ation vras pleased to finc1 that in the discussions at the 

special session Hember States shared our belief in the valuable contribution 

which confidence-building measures could make to further pro[;ress in 

disarmament and that that consensus is reflected in the Final Document. 

Hy Government thinl\:S the time has come to move from the general 

discussion of the need for confidence among States to practical and specific 

measures. The primary purpose is to give the States in the region 1aore 

information on the :·1ilitary activities of their neighbours and thereby help to 

eliminate mistrust ancl create a climate of confidence as a first step to 

facilitatinr:r concretP 8.['TeE:l'.ents on arms control and disarl"nr:2ent. 

The countries which participated in the Conference on Security ancl 

Co-operation in Europe were the first to discuss, to define and to adopt a specific 

set of such measures and to implement them in their political practice. 'Je have 

applied those measures in the years since the Helsinki Conference. 

This valuable experience has encouraged us to submit for the consideration 

of Unitc~1 ITntions 1'1enber States tl~c conccnt of rec;iono.l n_rran~cr-:cnts on 

confi<l.cEcc-buildin." ncn_sures, to be ar:rcerl Ul_JOn in accordance i-rith the 

specific conditions in tl-J.e ·.rea. 'ItlC primary purpose of such arranr:er,1ents 

iWuld be to r:;ive all States in the recrion nore inforrn_ation and thereby 

help to eliminate mistrust and fear. 

At this point I should like to make it very clear that the confidence

builctine; measures ac;reeu to in the Final Act of Helsinki are by no means an 

exhaustive and complete list of such measures. He see those measures only as 

the result of or.c rc-·ionll.l e:x-rcricncc, evolved unrlcr specific circu--_st~nccs, ar.J we 

are well a-vrare of the fact that different conditions in other ree;ions require 

solutions different from those in Europe. rre have taken care of that in our 

draft resolution. 
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In this context -vre look 1vi th great interest to a region of the world 

which is taldnc~ a particularly active part in the disarmament discussions: 

I rnean Latin America. The Treaty of Tlatelolco is, in our vieu, a 

unique achievement, and ve follow with sympathy the current efforts to 

limit conventional armaments in the wake of the Declaration of .Ayacucho. 

The intention of the authors of this draft resolution is to draw the 

attention of Member States to the concept of confidence-buildinl:j measures 

in l:jeneral and to start an international debate on the many opportunities 

they offer to prepare the .srouncl for further disarmament efforts. 

I come now to the contents of draft resolution A/C.l/33/1.21. 

The prearr1bular part reflects the basic political approach to the problem. 

The operative part contains some confidence-building measures to be 

considered by the Member States. They are meant as exan:ples and are by 

no means exclusive. In order to make that clear, we have included operative 

paragraph 2,to allow consideration on a regional oasis of some specific confidence

building measures defined in accordance with the specific conditions and 

requirements in the area. 

He then invite all States to keep the Secretary-General informed of their 

experience, request the Secretary-General to gather the views of Member 

States and transnut them to the General Assembly before its thirty-fourth session, 

and ve propose to include in its ac;enda an item entitled "Confidence-building 

measures",in order to provide for further discussion of this question. 

As I have already pointed out, it is indeed for the States concerned 

in any particular region to evolve their ovm system of confidPnce-building 

measures most sui ted to their mm needs and conditions. It may be useful in 

this conne:;:ion to explain briefly the sitsnificance of the specific confidence

building measures we have included in our illustrative list of measures 

enumerated in operative paragraph 1. 
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First, in situations of tension or crisis it is in our view essential to 

guarantee the technical prerequisites for effective political crisis management by 

Governments. "\<Te think that only permanent and previously agreed arranpements 

can guarantee prompt, clear and unhindered communication between Governments 

under any circumstances. He consider that such communication is of vital 

importance, that it is technically feasible and the cost negligible when 

compared to the benefits. \Je think it would be dangerous to rely on 

improvisation because makeshift arrangements might just not work when most needed. 

Secondly, several disarmament proposals are based on a financial or 

budgetary approach, that of reducing military expenditure. Studies bave 

been made in this field, and further efforts are on the way. Hithout prejudice 

to disarmament measures by reduction of expenses, 1-re believe that, in the 

meantime greater openness on the defence efforts of States, as expressed in 

financial terms, could contribute to a more candid and fact-based discussion 

of security and disarmament issues. It -vrould help to get away from mere 

speculations about other countries' actions, intentions and motivations. 

On the other hand, better information could in our view lead to a more sober 

and businesslike dialogue on respective security and defence policies and to 

a more rational assessment of disarmament problems. I'Te think that that would 

contribute to international confidence and help disarmament efforts. 

Thirdly, another example of the usefulness of confidence-building measures 

is the prior notification of major military movements and manoeuvres. Both 

usually imply more intense military activity in the country concerned and an 

unusual concentration of armed forces. Both have in the past been sources of 

misinterpretation of the underlyinp intentions and have aroused fear and 

suspicion and on occasion have led to international tension. Therefore, prior 

notification of such activities and, where appropriate, information on them in 

terms of dates, troop strengths and locations involved can be helpful. In view 

of the differences between regions, the parameters a.greed to in Europe cannot 

be automatically transferred to other regions. The States concerned should 

themselves explore how best to adapt the underlying concept and what their 

regional parameters might be. 

Fourthly, closely related to information on major manoeuvres is the idea 

of the exchange of official observers, by invitation, to such manoeuvres. This can 

further enhance confidence by taking away some of the secrecy usually surrounding 
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such military activities and by substituting eyew-itness reports of official 

observers for assumptions, speculations and suspicions. 

Fifthly, in the same vein is another proposal callin~ for the exchange of visits 

by military delegations and personnel. The idea is to go some1rhat further than 

contacts through observers at occasional manoeuvres and to promote better 

understanding among the officials directly concerned. 

Sixthly, another major factor in securinv a climate of political trust is 

giving States parties to agreements designed to remove tensions and enhance 

security certitude by supplying evidence on adherence to measures agreed upon. 

We think that technical means of various types can give such certitude and 

thereby make an important contribution to United Nations efforts to promote peace 

settlements, to stabilize crisis situations and to prevent renew·ed outbreaks of 

international tension. He think it vrould be useful to study such arrangements, to 

analyse past experience in the field and to continue to search for even more 

effective measures in order to provide the international community with tools that 

might prove helpful in the future. 

He expect some delegations to say the draft should not limit itself to the 

proposed measures in the strictly military field. They may feel it desirable to 

add other confidence-building measures to the catalogue as uell. He are inclined 

to understand their position. But the draft, being the first of its kind, is 

deliberately limited to the military sector. \{e feel that in its initial phase 

the draft should not be overburdene<'l. 1-rith proposals covering other aspects and 

introducing new elements. 

He would like to test the applicability and feasibility of the proposed 

measures first and to gather experience before we consider vridening the scope 

by proposinr: other measures. 'That would be the next step. rrherPfore, 11re have 

proposed the inclusion of a nei·T item, nconfidence-building measures", in the 

draft agenda of the thirty-fourth session of the General Assembly. 

I hope, as do the other sponsors, that the draft resolution vill be favoural::llv 

considered by the Committee and meet vrith its ap-rroval. 
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Mr. GLAIEL (Syrian Arab Republic) (interpretation from Arabic) : In 

their totality the topics under discussion constitute some of the aspects of the 

disarmament sought by humanity in its desire to live in peace and security. 

The eradication of the source of a disease is one of the best remedies. If, 

through the bilateral and multilateral negotiations now under way on total 

disarmament, we achieve the results to which we asnire, that -vrill mean that 

future generations can be optimistic regarding a prosperous future from which 

terror and anxiety have been removed. 

My delegation has previously stated that as a small developing country 

the Syrian Arab Republic belongs to the Non-Aligned Group and has throughout 

its long and ancient history struggled for its freedom, independence and 

sovereignty and to maintain and preserve its heritage and civilization. In 

that capacity it is extremely interested in the achievement of all these 

aspirations so that its people and the rest of the peoples of the world can 

enjoy peace, security and prosperity. In order to achieve those aspirations, 

man must desire tbem. ·Hithout the determined will of all peoples and all 

States nothing of the kind will take place. If peace and justice prevail, 

if injustice is eradicated, and if all peoples enjoy their rights and freedoms 

and exercise their sovereignty, they will not hesitate to contribute 

constructively in building a prosperous future. 

But how can peoples victims of injustice, exploitation, oppression and 

racial discrimination, peoples deprived of their land and their basic right 

to build independent States, abandon the struggle and thro-vr down their arms 

so long as they remain threatened with extermination and subjugation by fierce 

enemies possessing destructive weapons? 

Three of the items nm-r under discussion stipulate the setting-up of nuclear

weapon-free zones in South Asia, in Africa and in the Hiddle East. Those three 

areas are the most dangerous pockets of tension for international peace and 

security. More than any other continent Africa has suffered from the 

scourges of colonialism, and it continues to feel insecure as a result of the 

presence of systems which serve countries having political and economic 

interests and ambitions. 
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In return" they hnve the support of these countries in their influence and 

doriination and in continuin-"; to iHplement their racist policies, relyine: on 

the strength of their -vreapons and on stockpilint?; vast quanti ties. The 

:createst danr;er would resic1e in the racist system in South Africa acquiring 

nuclear v.reapons. 

Here I should like to remind the Co~mittee of the intervention of the 

representative of Nigeria on 10 november in v.rhich he talked about that 

phenomenon and the possible results from it that could reflect on the 

international community and the will of the countries of Africa to rn_ake it a 

nuclear-weapon-free zone. Also, the state~ent by the representative of Ethiopia 

yesterday dealt uith the same topic. 

The General Assembly, at its thirtieth session, commended the idea of 

the establishment of a nuclear-iveapon-free zone in the region of the Hiddle 

East. To strengthen that objective, it reconmended that the Member States 

concerned in the region should 

''proclaim solemnly and immediately their intention to refrain, on a 

reciprocal basis, from producing, acquiring or in any other vTay 

possessinr; nuclear weapons", and "urced all parties directly concerned 

to adhere to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons". 

(resolution 3474 (XXX)) 

Ar;ain, at its thirty-second session 5 the General Assembly urged 

"all parties directly concerned to adhere to the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons 11 (resolution 32/82) 

iU th the objective of promotint the establishrlent of a nuclear-weapon-free zone 

in the rer;ion of the l1iddle East~ and it repeated its recommendation that the 

Member States directly concerned, pendinr; the establishment of such a zone, 

under an effective system of safeguards, should 

·'refrain, on a reciprocal basis, from producinp;, acquirinc; or in any other 

Hay possessing nuclear iveapons and nuclear explosive devices and from 

permitting the stationing of nuclear -vreapons on their territory or the 

terri tory under their control by any third party''; 

and also, that they should 
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11Rei'rain, on a reciprocal basis, from any other action that 

would facilitate the acquisition, testing or use of suci1 weapons, or 

would be in any other way detrimental to the objective of the 

Pstablishl-:f'nt of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region under an 

effective system of safeguards;n and 

' Agree to place all their nuclear activities under the 

International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards; 17
• (ibid.) 

The General Assembly c.lso '•Tent on to refer to other items in its 

resolution 32/82. 

If we look at the results of the voting in the thirtieth, t~irty-first 

and thirty-second sessions of the General Assembly on resolutions relating 

to this subject, we see that all the countries concerned in the region 

voted for thE-rl vrith tbe exception of Israel, ;,rhich abstained, 

thus defying 125 StA.tes at the thirtieth session, 130 States at the 

thirty-first sessicn and 131 States at the thirty-second session. 

The creation and establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone requires 

in the first instance clear agreement between the countries of the region. 

Within that framework, we see Israel's abstention from adopting the 

resolutions of the General Assembly as it should be understood; there can 

be no other interpretation of this atti t1.:.ci.e o which becomes clearer day by 

day. The fact that Israel did not abide by these resolutions and did not 

a<'l_here to the Non-Proliferation Treaty as they ur""ed all ~1ember States to do 

merely confirms that it possesses nuclear weapons and that it is conducting 

nuclear weapons tests in co-operation with South Africa. That attitude does 

nothing to encourage the rest of the countries of the region to refrain frori1 

acq_uiring nuclear Feapons, to renounce them 8.nc1 to clear the area of them. 

So long as the question of an occupied territory and peoples who have 

been expelled and unjustly treated anc1_ are threatened by a r1ilitary presence 

armed 'lvith the most sophisticated weapons - in particular nuclear weapons -

reFtains, then hostility Hill continue and the competition to acquire rJore 

pm-rerful arms 1Till accelerate. In this context, vTc> c"n only lay at the door 
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of some of the nuclear States the responsibility for introducing these weapons 

into an area vrhich it has been proposed should become a nuclear-weapon-free 

zone and, therefore, the responsibility for the violation of the various 

resolutions of which they themselves have been in favour here. 

As all the previous speakers have said, the establishment of the Middle 

East as a nuclear-weapon-free zone is closely- in fact, inevitably- linked to 

Africa, to the Indian Ocean and South-East Asia. In order that peace may 

prevail in that Ocean and in that part of Asia, every reason for the violation 

of peace and security should be removed- that is, strategic, political and 

economic rivalry and the establishment of military bases and their equipment 

with the most sophisticated weapons and equipment. The Indian Ocean is a vital 

strategic geographical area, for it links Asia with Africa and both with 

Europe through the most strategic waterways of the world. Thus we witness 

the rivalry between the different interests wishing to dominate these areas, 

leading to the use of weapons and hence creating pockets of danger and tension. 

The same can also be said about South Asia, which is dotted with 

military and other bases. 

As stated in para~raph 60 of the Final Document of the special session on 

disarmament: 

"The establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones on the basis of 

arrangements freely arrived at among tbe States of the region concerned 

constitutes an important disarmament measure", 

until such time as we achieve our ultimate target of general and complete 

disarmament. 

In para~raph 11 the Final Document states: 

"The vast stocl~piles and tremendous build-up of arms and armed forces 

and the competition for qualitative refinement of weapons of all kinds, 

to which scientific resources and technological advances are diverted, 

pose incalculable threats to peace. This situation both reflects and 

ar;:-;ravates international tensions, sharpens conflicts in various 

regions of the vmrld, hinders the process of detente, exacerbates the 

differences between opposin~ military alliances, jeopardizes the security 

of all States, hei~htens the sense of insecurity among all States, 

including the non-nuclear-weapon States, and increases the threat of 

nuclear '\.J"ar. " 
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"The arms race ... adversely affects the rir~ht of peoples freely to deter"nine 

their systems of social and economic develop~ent, and hinders the stru~gle 

for self-determination and the elimination of colonial rule, racial or 

foreiGn do~ination or occupation. Indeed, the massive accumulation of 

armaments and the acquisition of armaments technoloey by racist regimes, 

as well as their possible acquisition of nuclear wea~ons, present a 

challen~ine and increasingly dangerous obstacle to a world corrruunity 

faced with the urgent need to disarm." (resolution S-10/2) 
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The statement that the greatest guarantee against nuclear war and the use of 

nuclear Heapons is nuclear disarmament and the total destruction of nuclear 

weapons can also be applied to conventional wars and weapons and their use 

since the best guarantee is total disarmament. The steps that can lead to 

this are accession to international treaties, and the respect thereof, such 

as the protocol for the banning of the military use of poisonous gases or 

related gases and bacteriological means, as well as the treaty to prohibit the 

production and stockpiling of bacteriological and toxic weapons. The current 

negotiations on a treaty for a total and effective ban on the production 

and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and the destruction thereof can lead 

to constructive results. We must also have international treaties regarding 

all other weapons and means of mass destruction. The prohibition of the 

production of weapons and decreasing military allocations as well as armed 

forces uill allow the international community to allocate part of the funds 

currently used for military purposes to economic and social development, 

particularly for the benefit of the developing countries. 

Current treaties and conventions, as well as negotiations, both bilateral 

and multilateral, can vrith difficulty be described as steps toward total 

disarmament. As far as we are concerned, they are only a codification or 

regulation of the arms race amid each party 1 s terror and fear of the other. 

Within these negotiations comprising different trends and ideas, the time has 

come for the international com~unity to discuss disarmament and the dialogue 

concerning it at an international conference to be held for that purpose in 

order to allow all the developing and small States to play a greater role in 

that field and in application of the principle of world-wide participation. 

"Glhile we give all disarmament items the importance and attention they 

deserve, at the current moment my delegation has only dealt with the items that 

are of direct interest to my country and to our Arab area, hoping that the 

international community will assume the responsibility which has been placed 

upon it for eliminating and eradicating the conditions which have made 

the Hiddle East and Africa and other areas pockets of tension and the scene 

for the presentation and consumption of the production by arms merchants of 

different types of weapons, disregarding mankind and its values. 
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Hr. AHAl'JGO (Colombia) (interpretation from Spanish): The avoidance of war 

2nrl the maintenance anrt rreservation of -peace are at the very root of the United 

1\Tations ancl are its raison d 1 etre. llchievement of this ob,jective vould oe total 

success· but inability to create or~anizations and to adopt procedures renderinV

I·rar iml'ossible vould be total failure. This First Committee bears a major 

responsibility because it deals uith these important items. 

At a time when concern for the mea.n-re achievern.ents of the taU·.s on 

nuclear disarmament and the increase in the manufacture and trade of conventional 

weapons is great, and the United nations is reorr;Rnizjnr: the: 

Disarmament Commission, my delegation 1-lishes to stand firmly on its profoundly 

nacifist thesis and to remind all peoples of the uorld that while it is true 

that the major nuclear Pm-rers are not reaching a(Sreement to halt their 

dan2:erous arms race, other peoples can indeed create denuclearized zones which, 

as they e:xpanr1,will at least formally reduce the possible utilization of such 

veapons against defenceless, densely populated areas, thus opening the lfay 

to a comprehensive ban on nuclear weapons. 

The Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Heapons in Latin America - the 

~reaty of Tlatelolco - has been the only positive achievement among all 

peoples of the world in tying to avoid nuclear war. It is only logical for 

the peoplf's of Latin America to have been the first to taJ<:e this sten as 

an example to the world. The Latin American peoples r~::we shmm their 

cornmitment to peace. They have shmm this, for example, oy having resolved 

almost all of their territorial border problems among States of the region 

through negotiations and not by force of arms. 

Conclusion of this ~reaty and of its Additional Protocols I ano. II h·,_s not been 

an easy task. The idea of creating nuclear-free zones has been bandied about 

in the General Assembly since 1956. Ever since then \·Te have heard talk 

about the creation of denuclearized zones in various regions of the world 

such as the Balkans, the :rordic countries, the Mediterranean, Asia, the I·1iddle 

East, Central Europe and Africa. The latter tvo have been extensively studied 

and considered. ·Latin America, of course, has also been under discussion since 

then. It is only just to note the interest of Poland in the establishment of a 
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nuclear-free zone in central Europe; of Romania in the denuclearization of the 

Balkans; of Ireland ae sho-.;.m iu its proposal of 1959 to expand this principle by 

re:=;ionc;of Ec;ypt and Iran to "ttain this objective in the I-Iiddle East; and of 

Pakistan for south Asia; and finally, that of all African peoples most of 1rhom 

have conuuitted themselves to maldncs Africa a nuclear-free re,n·ion as proclaimed 

in resolution 31!-71 (XXX) adopted by the General Assembly in 1975. ·our 

deleGation hopes that very soon ~frica will have its denuclearization treaty, 

because there is no reason 1·rhatsoever vrhy the African Governments and peoples 

could not add to their political victories and achievements of the last two 

decades one more successful action, that of declarinrthejrcontinent a nuclear-

1~anon-free zone. 

The adoption in 1962 by the Assembly of resolution 1762 (XVII), 1-rhich 

conde1nns all nuclear testinG, greatly opened the way to the establishment 

of zones free of nuclear activity, -.;-rhich served as the basis for a joint 

statement issued, on 29 April 1963, by five Latin American Presidents, 

led by the President of Mexico, in which they proposed the denuclearization 

treaty to othPr rovernments of the regJ_on. Bv 14 "'ebruarv 19r:;7, the 

plenipotentiary representatives of 14 nations had signed it in Tlatelolco, 

and on 18 October 19(.8 Barbados, the new·est country in the reGion, signed the 

Treaty, thus bringing the nun1ber of siGnatory States to 22. 

At the twenty-second session of the General Assembly resolution 2286 (XXII) 

nas adopted which 1-relcomed the Treaty and urged States to become sir:natories 

to the aGreement and to Protocols I and II to sign and ratify the docun1ent. 

In a relatively brief span of time ~ 10 or 12 years of talks - the first 

and only real step was taken in man's struggle to free himself from the fear 

and traGedy of a nuclear threat. This is the meaning of the Treaty of Tlatelolco 

1-re are nmr discussing, This major agreement among countries in the Latin 

American continent and the Caribbean area is a step which makes it possible 

to achieve Bolivar's dream in the near future: the unity of South America. 

The Latin American peoples must go from unity in strategy for avoidinr:s vrar and 

maintaining peace to economic unitv uhich lS so needed to achieve development, and to 

rolitical unitv -.;.rhich is desired in order to strengthen our position in the vrorld. 
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My delegation ventures to invite Cuba and Guyana to sign the Treaty of 

Tlatelolco, thus obtaining unanimity among all States of the region, and 

Argentina, which is a signatory State, to ratify it. lrlith regard to the 

countries signatories of Protocols I and II dealing respectively with the 

application of the Treaty in areas within its purview and which provides for the 

commitment of nuclear Povrers not to use their weapons in the region, my 

delegation would be pleased to see the United States of America ratify, 

Additional Protocol I as soon as possible, bearing in mind that the situation 

of the Panama Canal has fundamentally changed after the welcome agreement 

between the Panamanian Government and the United States as to the future of 

that transoceanic waterway. 
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In like manner, my delecation urc;es the Government of France to sign 

il.dditional Protocol I,and vre are pleased to note the good intentions in this 

regard expressed by the President of that nation on 25 Hay 1978. 

Lastly, I·Te invite the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Tiepublics to ratify its adherence to Additional Protocol II, so that the 

Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Heapons in Latin Jl.merica >·rould be 

duly c;uaranteed by all the nuclear Powers of the world. 

He also 1-Tish to announce that we shall co-sponsor the draft resolutions 

on these items, namely, items 36 and 39 of our agenda, which are to be 

submitted by the deleo;ation of our brother country, Hexico. 

"He also make a special appeal that in other reo;ions of the -vrorlcl vrhere 

talks have been initiated to bring about nuclear~weapon~free zones, 

those talks should continue and reach speedy ao;reement. He hope that the 

next major step will be taken in this connexion by Africa and that Southern 

Asia, the South Pacific and the Niddle East vrill soon attain this vital 

objective. 

My delegation, at the explicit recommendation of our Government, vrishes 

to express Colombia's interest in promoting the establishment of zones of 

peace in regions or subregions which include countries of similar 

characteristics in terms of internal and external security. The nations of those 

zones of peace should H[';ree among themselves upon norms of arms control and of 

military co-operation in situations in which their security, individual or 

collective, may be threatened by nations, groups of nations or factors 

alien to the established zones. 

A level of conventional vreaponry should be fixed to guarantee the 

appropriate exercise of the sovereignty of the nations. 'Ihat -vmuld freeze the 

number of conventional weapons for the region. It vrould be a first stage in the 

control of the manufacture of and trade in conventional weapons which are so 

harmful to mankind. In keepine; Hith these ideas, we are co-sponsoring, 1-Tith 

S11eden, the draft resolution in document A/C.l/33/L.l8, >Thich would be included as 

an ar;enda item at the thirty~fourth session of the United Nations General Assembly 

entitled ;Reduction of military budgets:<. 
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'!e cannot conclude this statement vTi thout rPferring to the most important 

element in our strugc;le to maintain peace, namely, the disarmament of the 

spirit. He must dislodge from the mind of man the idea that war can truly 

lead to a settlenent )f conflicts. In this regard, only education for 

peace can brine; mankind to a new era of proc;ress and solidarity amonc; all 

peoples. This concern w·ith education for peace was clearly exnresserl. by 

Colombia '·Then it sent as its spokesman to the tenth special session of the 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament its Minister of Education, 

who at that time vras 1-.ir. Rafael Tiivas, now the Chairman of our delegation. 

He stated: 

in the final analysis, peace and hw;1an solidarity can spring 

only from the rr1ind of man, and the loftiest objective of education is 

to ensure the reign of those ideals on earth. 11 (A/S-10/PV.l2, p. 22) 

Spurred on by these ideas, we have enthusiastically 1-relcomed the draft 

resolution submitted by the Polish delegation on education for peace. 

The CHAIR.Uf.AH (interpretation from French): I call on the 

representative of l'Jew Zealand, ~-rho -vrishes to introduce draft resolution 

A/C.l/33/1.7. 

}•Ir. FRANCIS (New Zealand): I should like to say a few words 

in introducin~ the drnft resolution in docw~ent A/C.l/33/1.7. I do so on 

behalf of the delegations of Australia, Austria, Canada, Colombia, Congo, 

Denmark, Ecuador, Ghana, Ireland, Japan, 1-iali, ~·lexico 0 r;orocco, the 11retherlands, 

IJor>:·ray 0 Papua New Guinea, Qatar, Singapore, Sweden and Venezuela, which have 

joined New Zealand in co· sponsoring this clraft. 

My delegation has already expressed in this Committee ITevr Zealand; s view 

of the i•·,:r;Jortance and urgency of concluding a comprehensive test ban treaty. 

In this statement, therefore, I can be C0' 1par2,tively) and perhaps mercifully, 

brief. 
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Last yecn· rTew '3c~:l,q_nc' ·ras one of the sponsors of a uraft resolution 

adopted in thC' plen<'1ry Asse:·ibly by a vote of l2h in f8vour tn ::l atTSitlSt- ni th 

l abstention. Our chief concern then ·- and it arose out of our strone:; 

belief in the value of a comprehensive test ban as an important means of 

prevent in~:; both 0o:ci zoYJ.t8l and vertical proliferation of nuclear ~reecpons -

vas to lend the Assembly 1 s encouragement and support to the negotiatinG; 

nuclear veapon States and to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament 

(CCD) by producine; a text that was as non-controversial as possible. The 

reasons for doing so were all the :c1ore compellinc; because vre expected that 

the nec;otiations then in progress "IWU~d soon be completed. He w·ere clad 

that a single draft resolution on the question of nuclear testing proved 

possible and He 1v-ere delighted that it commanded such wide support. 

This year ".Ve face a situation which is different and yet in some respects 

:.mc~1 the same. It is the same in that the negotiations are still in progress. 

He are no nearer now ~ publicly at least - to the conclusion of a draft treaty 

than vre were this time last year. It is different in that 12 months have 

gone by. In those 12 rcwnU'.s nucleer testinrc has continueo 'both in the 

atmosphere and underground. The promise of resolution 32/78, adopted so 

over~rhelmincly, has not been fulfilled. A comprehensive test -ban treaty 

lS still not in sic;ht. It is tJ1Prefore scarcely surprising that the mood 

of the great majority of delegations in this Committee on this issue is one 

of disillusionment and disappointment. ITor is it surprising that delec;ations, 

their patience at an end, should vrish to see this Assembly call for more 

precise, definite and i1Tilnediate action. New Zealemd understands, and indeed 

shares, the strong feeling behind such a call. 

But it is our view, as it is I believe the view of all the co-sponsors of 

this draft resolution, that our principal purpose is to secur,c. a comprehensive test 

ban treaty. That purpose, this year at least, 1vill best be served by a resolution 

vrhich acts as a spur to the speedy conclusion of the negotiations nmv- in nrorrress. 

That purpose vrill be advanced not by a resolution from which the neGotiating 

nuclear-1v-eapon States can easily dissociate themselves, hut by one to "lvhich the 

overvrhelming majority of the Assembly, including those three nuclear Heapon 

States 0 are obliged to subscribe. 

A/C.l/33/1.7 meets this need. 

It is our belief that draft resolution 
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Its l:ey paragraphs are operative poxae;raphs 5 cmd 6, uhich establish 

the tiHe frame for the conclusion of the trilateral negotiations, consideration 

by the multilateral neeotiating body and submission of a ~r~ft treaty 

to a resumed session of this thirty-third General Assenbly. In this connexion, 

I would ask delegations to note an amendment to operative paragraph 5. 

Hith the concurrence of the co-sponsors, the final 1wrds of operative 

paragraph 5, ''the end of 1978 71 have been deleted ancl replaced by the 

phrase nthe bet::dnning of its 1979 session' 1
• The paragraph as a whole 

therefore now reads: 

'Urges those three States to expedite their eu"otirticr:.:= with 

a view to bringing them to a positive conclusion as a matter of urgency 

and to use their utmost endeavours to transmit the results for full 

consideration by the multilateral negotiating body before the beginning 

of its 1979 session. 11 

The Secretariat has been informed of this chane;e and a revision 'ivill be issued 

shortly. 

Operative paragraph 6 requires the multilateral negotiating body to 

take up the agreed text, with the aim of submitting a draft treaty to a 

resumed thirty~third General Assembly. The language of this operative 

paragraph does not, in our view, limit in any way the discretion of the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarnament - or the CoiYitnittee on 

Disarmament, as the case may be. Clearly it may recommend to the Assembly 

any modifications that it may cleem advisable, as a result of the full 

consideration envisae;ed in operative paragraph~. to the agreed text 

resulting from the negotiations of the three nuclear-weapon States. 

Nor indeed does it limit the right of the multilateral negotiating boay 

to consider the issue of a comprehensive test-ban treaty in the absence 

of an agreed text from the trilateral States. But once a draft has been 

negotiated in Geneva by the nee;otiatine; body, it is, under the ter!'1S 

of draft resolution A/C.l/33/L. 7, to be submitted to a resumed session of 

the thirty-third General Assembly. The timing of this resumed session 

cannot now be determined. It is our view, hmrever, that Assembly discussion 
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of a draft treaty should not wait until the thirty-fourth General Asser1bly. 

It is of such preeainent inportance as to warrant the financial expenditure 

involved in reconvening the present 1\ssc"·bly. Possibly that resw"led session 

could coincide with the meetinQ; here of the DisarFtaFlent C01wission in 

Hay/June next year. 

Draft resolution A/C .1/33/1.7 should be sEen as co;;1ple?'lentinc;, not 

contradictin~, the call in draft resolution A/C.l/33/1.3 for a moratoricrr~ 

on nuclear testinc;. That draft resolution relP"tes to a separate issue, 

important in its own right, and is co-sponsored by a number of the sDnns<·rs 

of draft resolution A/C.l/33/1.7. But it spans a different time frame -

the period before a comprehensive test ban treaty ~ and should be seen, as 

it is seen by us and its sponsors, in that light. The t1w draft resolutions, 

in fact, reinforce each other. 

Delec;ations will also be aware that there is another draft resolution 

before us in A/C.l/33/1.11, vhich has a reference to a comprehensive test 

ban treaty and has n substantial number of non-aligned co-sponsors. 

'That text deals with a nwnber of subjects. It refers to a comprehensive 

text ban treaty only briefly. Draft resolution A/C.l/33/1.7, the text that 

I am nmv introducing, is a fuller draft, stronger in some respects, covering 

ln more detail the stages leading to a treaty. Again, however, there is 

no inconsistency between the two drafts. I have no doubt, therefore" that 

the co-·sponsors of that draft resolution will lend their support to draft 

resolution A/C.l/33/1.7. 

11his draft resolution should not be "dsconstrued by the nen-ctiTtirw 

nuclear-·"lveapon States. It is an unequivocal and pres sine; call upon the;-u 

to shovr the necessary political courage and vill to overcome the rer.mining 

difficulties and to reach ae;reement -vrithout any further delay. As such, 

it is my delec;ation' s hope that this draft resolution, -vrhich I nov have the 

honour to subnit on behalf of all its sponsors, vrill be adopted by an 

overwhelminc; vote. 
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The CHAIRMAF (interpretation from French): I want to make a few 

announcements. Sri Lanka has become a co-sponsor of draft resolution A/C.l/33/L.2. 

Ro~ania has become a co-sponsor of draft resolution A/C.l/33/L.l9; Cuba and Peru 

of draft resolution A/C.l/33/L.3 and Peru also of draft resolutions A/C.l/33/L.9, 

L.l3/Rev.l and L.l7. Zambia has become a co-sponsor of draft 

resolutions A/C.l/33/L.l4 and L.l7. 

I now call on the representative of Nicaragua who wishes to speak in 

exercise of his right of reply. 

Mr. MONTIEL ARGUELLO (l\Ticarap,ua) (interpretation from Spanish): 

I consider it unfortunate that the representative of Venezuela has taken 

advantage of our debate on disarmament to attack the Government of Nicaragua 

by saying that it violates human rights and that it retains power through its 

massive purchases of weapons. 

I do not wish to tax the patience of representatives, but I must reject 

those charges. 

Recently the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights visited Nicaragua 

at the invitation of my Government, and I must advise the representative of 

Venezuela to wait for the report of that Commission, which is chairedprccisely by a 

Venezuelan diplomat. Otherwise he will be prejudicing the outcome and being 

over-passionate. 

As to the purchases of weapons, it is not true that the Government of 

Nicaragua remains in power on that basis. It is in power because of the 

backing of the majority of the Nicaraguan people. It vras a s!'lall minority 

which attempted to take power by force and with the assistance of foreign 

countries. Because they were a minority they naturally resorted to violence 

rather than run for election, the normal procedure in a democratic country. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 




